
Success Story 

 

Dr. Mousumi Chaudhari 
Associate Professor, HOD 

Department of B.Ed., MDDM College 

Muzaffarpur 

I have completed B.Ed., MA 

(Education), and PGDDE from 

IGNOU Regional Centre, Patna, 

presently pursuing MADE. I am 

proud to be a student of IGNOU. 

The overall system of IGNOU is 

very good. The standard of study material is very good. The 

student support service helps a lot in rendering any problem. 

One get assignment timely and are evaluated in pre defined 

time. The standard of final exam is also very good. Anyone 

from anywhere can enrolled in any course of IGNOU. So, I 

preferred studying in IGNOU with my own time and pace. 



 

Mr. Shantanu Singh 

Gold Medalist - PGDEMA 

I had a wonderful experience at 
IGNOU. I was awarded the gold 
medal in PGDEMA at 33rd 

convocation. I learnt numerous 
concepts of educational management 
which has helped me immensely in 
my professional life. IGNOU has one 

of the best syllabus and course structure which has been 
prepared keeping in mind the needs and aspirations of the 
learner. The study materials are very well written and they 
provide in-depth knowledge of the subject. The counseling 
sessions were very important in clearing my doubts and 
keeping me informed regarding assignments and project 
during the course and I would recommend everyone to 
attend these sessions regularly.  



 

Ms. Garima 

Programme - MPA 

Myself is Garima, and I would like to 
extend my heartfelt gratitude to IGNOU, 
the largest University in the world for 
imparting qualitative education through 
distance mode. 

I did my MPA from this esteemed university. Study materials 
provided by IGNOU is highly commendable, helped me allot 
in enhancing my subject knowledge and qualifying my NET 
exam for Assistant Professor. 

I must say, salient features of IGNOU like, quick response, 
modular approach, quality content study materials and 
reaching to unreach notions has attracted the enthusiastic 
learners from round the globe. 

I am very much thankful to IGNOU and appreciate its 
institutional efforts for mass spreading of Higher Education. 

Wishing all the best to every student of IGNOU for future 
endeavours. 

Thank you IGNOU! 

Forever grateful! 

Garima 


